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Decoupling



Decoupling

Break the link between economic activity and CO2e

Lots of ways to do this

Distinguish:

. how to decouple

. motive to decouple



Change Energy Sources



We emit too much carbon for energy

Energy source US % of
Total Usage

Coal 42
Natural gas 25
Nuclear 14
Renewables (wind, solar, tidal) 10
Hydropower 6
Other 3



Carbon intensity of each energy source

Energy source US % of Grams of CO2
Total Usage per Kwatt hour

Coal 42 1050
Coal with CCS 970
Natural gas 25 440
Nuclear 14 290
Renewable: solar 10 32
Renewable: wind 9



Energy options

Need to:

. Use less energy

. Increase all energy prices (cut all subsidies)

Need to:

. Switch to energy sources that are not
carbon-intensive

. Increase relative prices of carbon-intensive energy
sources



Evaluating energy sources

To compare energy sources, look at:

1. Supply:
. Cost per kwatt hour
. Subsidies per kwatt hour
. Economies of scale
. Technology

2. Externalities:
. Negative on climate
. Other negative impacts on environment



Coal

Supply:

. Easy, reliable, well-developed technology

. Lots of domestic supply

Externalities:

. Extreme carbon emissions

. Environmental externalities: acid rain, air pollution,
underground mining (many more fatalities than
nuclear power)



Nuclear power

Supply:

. Not used much: 110 US plants; none since 1970s

. Legislative uncertainty

. Unclear what nuclear power costs: big subsidies for
waste disposal, R&D, insurance, safety

Externalities:

. Very low carbon emissions

. Negative environmental externalities
. risk of disaster (radiation leak, e.g. Fukushima)
. waste disposal: bury toxic fuel rods in geologically
stable places



Natural gas

Supply:

. Increasing with discovery of more US supplies

. Simple technology

. Uneven geographic distribution of gas

Externalities:

. Cleanest fossil fuel

. Fracking: poisoned water and earthquakes



Hydro Power

Supply:

. High cost (over-runs, delays)

. Not many rivers left (instream hydro?)

Externalities:

. Very low climate emissions

. Big environmental externalities: community
displacement, �ooding, habitat loss, river use loss



Solar Power

Supply:

. Relatively high cost per kwatt hour

. Subsidies for innovation and installation

. Strong economies of scale (panel size)

. Technological options (active: photovoltaic, thermal;
and passive: houses, pre-heating water)

Externalities:

. Almost none (climate or environmental)



Wind Power

Supply:

. Low cost to produce

. High cost to store and distribute (intermittent power
source)

. Global capacity is limited (≈200 nuclear plants)

Externalities:

. Few emissions

. Noise and aesthetics



Carbon Capture & Sequestration



Carbon capture and sequestration

CCS: Remove CO2 at production point

Many options:

. Land management strategies

. Ocean iron fertilization

. Biomass energy with CCS

. Direct air capture and sequestration

. Coal gasi�cation (bury carbon gas underground)



Evaluating CCS

,
. Reduces emissions of CO2E
. No new global risks
. Easy for global governance to manage
. Abrupt termination: few consequences
. May be implemented incrementally
. Useful solution given human behavior

/
. Technology not quite ready
. Low-scale
. Expensive



Cultural Change



Changing how we live

Can we reduce pollution by changing our understanding
of life?

Distinguish consumption from happiness

Easterlin Paradox: having "stu�" beyond a certain
income level does not make for happiness

Life should not be pursuit of money=stu�?



Why do we accumulate so much?

Bandwagon e�ect: want good because others have it

Snob e�ect: want good because others do not have it

If these social pressures are important, they can be
reverted by public policy:

. Taxes on status goods

. Regulations on advertising

. Mandatory vacations

. Public transport



Social change is possible

Relative to US, Europe has:

. Higher consumption taxes, longer vacations,
restricted advertising, smaller cars/houses, better
public transport

. GDP that grows slightly less fast

. Carbon emissions that are much lower per capita

, NYC is "European": smaller apartments, density, drive
less
/ Qatar?



Drawdown Options



Drawdown options

There are a lot of options for mitigation

We need to discuss these



Drawdown general �ndings

. No single intervention will reduce CO2e enough

. Interventions have to include not just CO2e
reductions

. Some (?) interventions might save money (energy
saving)

. Costs per intervention rise steeply if reductions in
CO2e emissions of >10%-20% needed

. Many proposed interventions are similar (cannot all
be implemented)

. Uncertain costs of implementation

. Optimal interventions depend on comparison
trajectory



Any Questions?
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